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About [INSERT A SHORT ABOUT SECTION HERE] 
 
[INSERT A SHORT ABOUT SECTION HERE – INCLUDE WHO YOU 
ARE AND DETAILS ABOUT YOUR BUSINESS] 
 

Introduction 
 
The act of journaling is an incredibly powerful tool that can help you 
make major changes in your life, encourage creativity and productivity, 
and build a successful business. 
 
Journaling is the practice of writing down your experience and thoughts 
throughout the day, and organize them into a cohesive, rational format. It 
can be used for personal reflection, in coaching and therapy, but its 
popularity as a benefit to business is skyrocketing. 
 
Journaling can help you achieve the life of your dreams by inspiring you 
with your own thoughts, beliefs, and dreams. It is simple, fun, and 
personal. Anyone can journal. There are no rules. No one will ever know 
what you wrote in it except you. 
 
Whether you're building a business, writing a romantic novel, or just 
scribbling your feelings on a piece of paper, journaling helps you 
connect with your own emotions and learn how to express them.  
 
Through the act of writing, you are able to free yourself and engage in 
self-discovery. It also helps us form deeper connections with others.  
 
When we journal, we are able to learn more about ourselves and as we 
do, we can feel closer to the people in our lives. 
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Reaping the Benefits of a Gratitude Journal 
 
It might seem like a pipe dream that writing in a journal could be so 
beneficial. But the scientific evidence is in, and gratitude journals do 
benefit you in big ways if you keep one for the long term and use it daily.  
 
Experience Stronger and More Fulfilling Relationships 
 
It’s so simple, but it can be hard to accept. You are the one who makes 
yourself happy with your own choices. Another person cannot make you 
happy or grateful. Only you can do that. But something amazing 
happens when you express gratitude often – your relationships simply 
open up and become better. Those that don’t, you start to recognize for 
what they are and let them go. 
 
Become Physically Healthier  
 
Being grateful for the ability to move and breathe will eventually cross 
over into wanting to ensure that you can always do that. Therefore, you’ll 
be more motivated to go on walks, eat right, stay hydrated, and live in 
gratitude for every aspect of your life. 
 
Increase Your Mental Dexterity  
 
The ability to take lemons and turn them into that sweet, delightful state 
drink of Arizona can be gained by keeping a gratitude journal. The main 
reason is that you will learn on even a bad day to pick out the good in it. 
That requires a good imagination and creativity and thinking on your 
feet.  
 
Feel Less Aggression in Your Life 
 
It’s hard to feel aggressive if you are happy and grateful. It’s okay to be 
angry about injustices in the world without being aggressive. But if you 
feel angry a lot due to your life, it’s really due to not finding the things to 
be grateful about. There is almost always something for most people.  
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Act and Become More Empathetic  
 
As you write more and learn to forgive yourself as you seek to fill your 
mind with thoughts of gratitude, you will start seeing others differently. 
You’ll have more ability to put yourself in their shoes and see things from 
their way without judgment. It happens when you learn to forgive 
yourself. 
 
Get More Restful Sleep  
 
If you’re not anxious but go to sleep each night feeling thankful for 
everything you’ve experienced (or at least most of it), it’s easier to sleep 
because you have less anxiety.  
 
Get More Done Every Day 
 
Due to feeling more rested, less stressed, and more grateful, you’ll have 
a lot more energy to get things done every day. That’s always going to 
make you feel even more thankful because good things happen due to 
productivity. 
 
Feel Better About Yourself  
 
You can’t help but feel better about yourself when you have improved so 
many good qualities about yourself. Your self-esteem will go up when 
you express gratitude for what your mind and body can do for you. 
 
If you want to be happier, get more done in life, and experience real joy 
in life, a gratitude journal can be the way to achieve it. The guiding thing 
to remember is that your thoughts cause your feelings, and you are the 
one in control of the actions you take once you accept your feelings. 
Accepting that you do have control is half the battle, and your journal will 
make it clear that you do.  
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How Journaling Can Help You Achieve Your Goals 
 
Journaling can help you achieve your goals because it helps you to think 
about them more deeply, consider the why and how, and delve deeper 
into the situation so that you can examine all sides of it. Read on to find 
out how journaling can help. 
 
It Helps You to Write Down Your Goals  
 
When you start a journal, it basically is a way to force yourself to 
document your goals. Whether you write them down on paper or you 
use technology to get it all down doesn’t matter. Once they’re written, 
they are ready to tackle. 
 
It Makes You Consider Why and How 
 
As you enter data into your journal, you’ll be forced to face the why and 
how of your goal. This is especially true if you write down a goal and 
focus on it in your journal.  
 
It Enables You to Examine the Opportunities and Threats 
 
When you are focused on goal making with your journal, you’ll also 
explore opportunities and threats coming your way due to your goals. It 
helps you avoid roadblocks in advance.  
 
It Makes You Develop Steps for Success Based on Your Goals 
 
When you see it written down, you’ll want to notice and pull out any 
steps you’ve developed in your journal and put them in your calendar for 
scheduling.  
 
It Helps You Improve Goal Setting and Achievement 
 
Each time you intentionally set goals, define steps to achieve the goals, 
and perform them, you are setting yourself up for being able to improve 
your skills.  
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It Provides Accountability 
 
Even if no one else is reading your journal, a private journal can help 
you become accountable to yourself. If you develop the habit of looking 
at your journal each day and put something else in there each day, it’ll 
work great for helping you become more accountable.  
 
It Provides a Permanent Record 
 
Having a permanent record of the things you’ve done in your life, 
whether it’s personal or work, is a beautiful thing. Hardly anyone has a 
perfect memory, so you’ll maintain the lessons learned better with the 
record to look back at. 
 
It May Be Inspirational 
 
Depending on the journal, you might even be able to take the 
information inside and compile it into a real book for others to read to 
inspire them. You might also take from it steps for your success for a 
project and turn it into a course to inspire someone else. 
 
Journaling is an excellent way to work toward achieving all your goals. It 
will even help you make better goals because the process of entering 
facts in your journal will cause you to see them in a more logical way 
that is more useful. 
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How to Get Started Writing a Journal  
 
Getting started journaling isn’t something that you need to think about 
too hard. Yes, there are numerous types and styles of journals and ways 
to do this that may or may not be more effective depending on your 
goals, but you can simply get some paper (or your computer) and get 
started today. 
 
Dust Off Your Pen and Paper  
 
You don’t need anything special to keep a journal; in fact, purists believe 
that using pen and paper is the best way to journal because you can 
carry it with you anywhere and you don’t need technology. So, there will 
be no excuses.  
 
Do It First Thing in the Morning 
 
Don’t procrastinate about keeping your journal. It’s best to do it in the 
morning before you begin your day so that you have the right frame of 
mind for the day. Plus, you only need five to ten minutes, so it’s not that 
big of a deal.  
 
Do It Last Thing at Night 
 
Another time to do it is before bed. This works especially well for 
gratitude journals. That way you can go to sleep thinking about all the 
things you are grateful for instead of things you’re worried about. 
 
Write Every Single Day 
 
Whenever you choose to do it, try to set it up so that it becomes a ritual 
and a habit. Journaling every single day is going to be more effective 
than just doing it when you feel like it. 
 
Start Simply 
 
Don’t start being worried about style and substance right now; just work 
on the daily habit with pen and paper (or if it’s easier for you, a computer 
or smartphone). Don’t make it hard - just get going. 
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Begin with Today 
 
Start right now and write about your day today. That’s the easiest thing 
to do. What of significance happened today? How did you feel about it? 
What would you do differently? What would you do the same?  
 
Try Different Types of Journals 
 
Once you develop the habit, you can start trying different types of 
journaling like a bullet journal, or a vision journal, or maybe even a 
project journal for your next project.  
 
Keep It Private 
 
The main thing to remember about your journal is that it should be kept 
private. The only exception is if you want to share thoughts with a 
therapist, counselor, or coach. Or if you want to turn it into a book or 
course, to help someone else overcome whatever you overcame. 
 
Keeping a journal will help you deal with the things that happen to you 
as well as the things that have not happened to you. The main reason is 
that writing it down helps you remember what you did right and what you 
did wrong. It helps you improve your decision-making capacity for similar 
situations. The main thing is just to get started journaling in any way that 
works for you. 
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Ten Types of Journals You Can Create  
 
When you begin journaling it will likely occur to you that having more 
than one type of journal might be the best way to keep everything 
organized better. When you have more than one type of journal, you can 
simply go to the specific journal to work on one issue at a time or keep 
something organized so you can make better decisions.  
 
1. Bullet Journals – This type of journal is useful for anyone who has 
lots of to-do lists, loves using a pen and paper, and who enjoys goal 
tracking. Your journal should have a table of contents that you create as 
you add to the journal so you can find things. You’ll use symbols, colors, 
and lines to make your bullet journal. You should be able to understand 
at a glance what’s on the page. 
 
2. Vision Journals – You may have heard of vision boards and this is 
essentially it, except it’s a journal that helps lead you to your vision. The 
way it works is that you set up the journal to have only one goal per 
page. Then you can write words, add pictures, or draw something that 
enables you to make plans to reach that goal. When you do reach the 
goal, be sure to go back and add the date of achievement.  
 
3. Line a Day Journals – Basically this journal is what it’s called – you 
write down only one line a day. You will simply write in the journal a 
short line about what you did that day. It should be only a sentence or 
two at the most, and should not take up that much space in your journal. 
Some people like using a calendar and a pen for this.  
 
4. Classic Journal – This is simply a diary, and you can write whatever 
you want in it every day. It can be long, short, or you can skip days if you 
want to. The classic journal is just like the diary that you maybe kept as 
a child. You write whatever you want in it daily.  
 
5. Prayer Journal – This is a particular type of journal where you 
essentially act like your diary or journal is your higher power. Write God 
your prayers instead of saying them. Write them down so you remember 
them and can look back on them. 
 
6. Dream Journal – Some people really like tracking their dreams 
because they believe that dreams provide signs for life. If you want to 
track your dreams, you have to train yourself to write in your dream 
journal every morning while you still remember the dream. Write about 
the dream and then research what it means and write about that too. 
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7. Food Journal – Write down everything you eat every day. Some 
people like to include the calorie contents and so forth. It can also help 
to write down why you eat it, how you felt about eating it, and things like 
that. 
 
8. Travel Journal – A wonderful way to remember your travels is to 
keep a travel journal. Some people like making one for each trip so that 
it’s easier to remember. You can write your thoughts in your journal, but 
you can also attach tickets, pics, and memories. 
 
9. Gratitude Journal – This is just what it sounds like. It’s a journal 
where you record each day what you’re thankful for and grateful for. 
Nothing can be negative in this journal because it’s designed to help you 
think more positively.  
 
10. Project Journal – This is a handy journal to keep, especially for 
anyone who regularly works on projects. Keeping a journal of each 
project you work on that records actions taken, results, and data, will 
help you improve every project but will also help you look back on this 
one with excitement.  
 
If you want to journal to help work through a problem, keeping specific 
journals for different things is an effective way to go about it. It’s also a 
great way to store your thoughts and memories for the future in a more 
organized and useful manner. 
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Tips for Making Journaling Part of Your Daily Routine 
 
The way to ensure that journaling works for you is to do it long term. 
Long-term journaling gives you more insight into your life because you’ll 
be able to look to the past, present, and even the future (sort of) to get 
answers in your life. But first, you have to do it. And you need to do it 
daily to make it a habit. Let’s review a few tips for making journaling part 
of your daily routine.  
 
1. Make It Easy – Don’t make it a huge deal, and it’ll be simpler to get 

done. For example, it’s easier to use a notebook and paper than a 
computer for most people. You can have the book in your bag or on 
your bedside table or wherever you plan to write in it.  

 
2. Choose a Time That Works – The best times to do it are early 

morning, first thing, or the last thing before you go to bed. However, 
that might not work for some people. If you know a better time, do it. 
For example, some people like journaling while on lunch at work in 
the park. It’s up to you. 

 
3. Get a Drink and Eat a Snack – You don’t want to have any excuses 

or extraneous thoughts while you’re writing in your journal. Make sure 
you’re fed and hydrated.  

 
4. Create a Comfortable and Assessable Space – It’s easier to get 

into your thoughts if you’re comfortable and not thinking about how 
bad your tailbone hurts or your wrist hurts. Some people like using a 
desk, some a comfy easy chair, others their bed.  

 
5. Combine It with Something Else You Enjoy Doing – If you enjoy 

cleaning the house, then reading in your clean house with the 
windows open and the breeze flowing in, why not journal at that 
moment? If it’s a daily thing, add journaling to it, and it’ll create a habit 
fast.  

 
6. Add Some Relaxing Music to Set the Mood – Now it’s true that 

some people prefer silence, so that’s fine if you do. But consider 
trying some music that doesn’t have words and that is relaxing, to 
help you gather your thoughts and say calm and focused.  
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7. Use a Particular Type of Journal – For some people, using a style 

of journaling like bullet journaling, prayer journaling, project 
journaling, and more, works better since it defines some rules for 
entry.  

 
8. Consider Using Journaling Prompts – You can also find journaling 

prompts online for any type of journal you want to use.  
 
9. Reward Yourself – When you have been diligent for a month writing 

in your journal, take some time to read what you wrote, then reward 
yourself for doing it. You might buy some colored pens or some 
scrapbooking materials so you can add some definition and interest 
to your journal.  

 
To truly experience the full benefits of journaling, it needs to be done 
most days, which is why you need to find a way to incorporate journaling 
into your everyday life. The best way to accomplish this is to make it 
easy and turn it into a habit.  
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How to Make Your Journaling More Effective 
 
Any type of journal that you keep can be beneficial. It doesn’t matter if 
it’s just to document your life or to work through problems - you can use 
a journal to do it all. From tracking your projects to documenting vacation 
to overcoming anxiety, a journal will work for you if you pick the right 
type and make journaling a ritual.  
 
1. Find the Right Medium for You – For some people, that’s pen and 

paper. Many experts claim that’s the best way because of its 
simplicity. However, you have to do what works for you, and what 
works for you is what you will do daily. If you make it too hard, you 
won’t do it. 

 
2. Turn Journaling Daily into a Habit – To be most effective, 

journaling has to go on for a long time. It’s a long-term strategy to 
improve your life and not something that is going to have any effect 
overnight. For this reason, ritualize your journaling so that it becomes 
a daily habit. 

 
3. Set Up a Comfy Journaling Spot – Find a good space you can 

journal in each day, one which is relaxing and without stress. Some 
people like to keep their journal by their bedside so that each night 
when they get into bed, they can quickly write in their journals.  

 
4. Choose the Right Style of Journal for Your Needs – The type of 

journal you want to keep depends on how you plan to use it. You may 
want to track a project, in which case you’ll need a project journal. If 
you want to simply document your life, you’d want a classic journal.  

 
5. Use Your Journal to Work Through Life and Reach Goals – Don’t 

just write in the journal; actively seek to improve something in your life 
- whether it’s the thoughts which drive your feelings or improving your 
actions so that you experience more success. 

 
6. Consider Using More Than Writing to Document Your Life – You 

don’t need to just use text. You can use images, pictures, tickets, and 
other memories inside your journal too. Sometimes a few pictures 
and mementos mean more than anything you can write to help you 
remember. 
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7. Read and Reflect Occasionally – Take at least a few minutes to re-

read parts of your journal. Once you’ve kept it for a year, it’s fun to go 
back and read the same day from last year to find out what’s different 
now and what’s the same and why. 

 
8. Keep Your Journal Secure – You don’t want to worry about anyone 

getting into your private business when you’re not around, so keep it 
hidden. If it’s on your computer, keep it password protected.  

 
If you know why you want to journal, it’ll be easier to figure out which 
type of journal you need to keep, to make your journaling more effective. 
Sometimes you just want to document your life, while other times you 
want to work through something difficult. It really depends on your goals 
and the point of the journal. 

 

What’s Next? 
 
I hope you’ve found this guide useful.  I’d recommend you print this 
eBook, if you haven’t done so already, and work your way through each 
section one by one.  
 
It’s easy to feel overwhelmed at this point and feel there’s a lot to think 
about.  
 
Start off by deciding which part you want to start with first (it really 
doesn’t matter … what’s important is that you start) and schedule in a 
60-minute slot in your diary over the next couple of days.  
 
Create a non-distraction zone; switch off your phone, close down your 
email and shut off social media. Focused time will serve you well. 
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